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The following table shows information about the Israeli violations in
Jerusalem during November 2014:

Type of violation

Location

No.

House demolition
Partial self-demolish

Ras al-Amud

9
1

Self-demolish

Ras al-Amud

1

Self-demolish

Beit Hanina

1

Residential barracks

Ez-Z'ayiem

3

Salah ed-Dein
street
Silwan

1

Wad ej-Jouz

1

Demolition of occupation-implementedresidence
Demolition of occupation-implementedresidence
Demolition of occupation-implementedresidence
Demolition of structures

1

14

Demolition of a storehouse to
open a colonial road
Demolition of a retaining wall
to open a colonial road
Barracks for livestock

Beit Hanina

1

Beit Hanina

1

Ez-Z'ayeim

2

Fodder storehouse

Ez-Z'ayeim

1

Agricultural rooms and storehouses

Wad ej-Jouz

2

Cars maintenance workshop

Wad ej-Jouz

1

Agricultural barracks

Wad-Ej-Jouz

2

A retaining wall

Wad ej-Jouz

1

A storehouse and a barrack for horses

Silwan

2

A retaining wall

Silwan

1

Threats

10
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Threats on residences

Al-Eisawaya and
al-Thawri

Buildings and residences takeover

10
12

The takeover of two building (5floors each)

Silwan

10

Announcing the takeover of al-Nuzha
Residential building and the national theater
Known as al-Hakawati
Raids on residences

The heart of
Jerusalem

2

Raiding to detain kids

38
The old city,
Shu'fat, al-Thawri,
al-Tur , Wad ejJouz and Silwan
5

Lands expropriation/dunums
Confiscation to open a colonial road

Hizma

6

Colonists attacks
On people

The old city, alEisawaya, western
Jerusalem

Break-ins and attacks on worshipers

6

14

Attacks on religious sites
Opening a tomb

5

The cemetery of
Bab al-Rahma

1

Al-Aqsa mosque

13
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Violations of the Right to Housing – House demolition

The authorities of the occupation forces Amin Abdel Haq to selfdemolish his house
The citizen Amin Abdel
Haq

self-demolished

part of his house on
October 19th 2014 in the
neighborhood of Sweeh
in

Ras Al-Amud to

execute

the

municipality’s decision, which came under the pretext of unlicensed construction.
Amin was forced to self-demolish part of his home which is 90 square meters (salon,
living room and their facilities). Noteworthy, the citizen annexed in 2009 around
40m2 for the sake of expanding his residence to fit in his 7 member family.
The attached part of the house (cement bricks and metal slabs) was photographed by
the municipality and citizen was summoned to a court that was eventually delayed to
July 2014; the same time the municipality issued the self-demolish order on the
structure.
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The Jerusalemite Samir Maswadeh self-demolishes his house:
The Jerusalemite citizens, Samir Maswadeh, self-demolished his house on November
19th 2014 in the neighborhood of Ras Al-Amud under the Israeli pretext of unlicensed
construction. The residence is of 90 m2( Salon, kitchen, bathroom and two rooms) and
is made of cement blocks and roofed with bricks. A family of 8 members including 5
minors took that house as a shelter.
Citizen asserted the following :
"I built the house in 2006 but did not apply to obtain a permit given that the cost of
construction permits are very high and that the municipality of the occupation will
stall and might not even issue it at all. After the structure completion, the occupation
municipality imposed a 25-thousand NIS "building violation" fine on me after I
worked through the past eight years to postpone the demolition process in an attempt
to obtain a building permit, but the demolition order was issued and had to be
executed or otherwise a new building violation fine will be imposed on me in addition
to the cost of demolishing the house that reaches up to 80,000 INS" .
The municipality of the occupation demolishes part of a house to open a colonial
road in Beit Hanina
The municipality of the occupation demolished on October 21th 2014 part of
Gharableh residence, which is located in Beit Hanina, under the pretext of opening a
new colonial road to link Pisgat Zeev colony with other colonial units being built in
the area.
The residence was built 16 years ago and is a home for three families. The
municipality came to the place and took some photos and then informed the families
of the demolition. On November 21st, a bulldozer of the municipality leveled two
rooms relative to the house.
The bulldozers reached out a storehouse belonging to Burqan family. The owner
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Abdelmajid Burqan asserted that the municipality demolished his 50m2 storehouse
under the pretext of it being built on a land not belonging to him. This demolition was
also carried out to serve the opening of the new colonial road linking Pisgat Zeev with
new colonial units to be built on the lands of Beit Hanina, north of occupied
Jerusalem.

The occupation municipality demolishes a Bedouin community in the
neighborhood of ez-Z'ayeim;
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The bulldozers of the occupation demolished on November 21st 2014, residences and
barns relative to al-Za'atreh Bedouin community known as Maghayer Jarrah. The
demolition came without any previous warning under the pretext of construction on a
confiscated land as the Civil Administration of Israel claims.
The demolition reached out three residential barracks (cement bricks and metal slabs
roof) belonging to the following:

# Name
1 Sara Za'atreh
2 Huda Zar'i
3 Khadir Za'atreh
Total

Area/m2
60
80
80
220

Family
1
8
1
10

Minors
3
3

The bulldozers also brought down two barracks for livestock that are of 100m2 for
each in addition to a 80m2 fodder storehouse .
Citizen Za'atreh to LRC researcher stated the following:

We live here since 1985 where we bought a 3 dunums plot from man from al-Tur
neighborhood. In 2003, we received a demolition order on the structures and that is
when we sought attorney Shlomo Licker to follow up on the case. The series of
notifications continued until now and the last of which was served on June 2014.
Around 6:30 a.m. a massive force of the police, Civil Administration and special forces
surrounded the community and evacuated all residents from their houses. An
accompanying staff evicted some of the interiors by throwing them out provocatively.
Afterwards, a bulldozer embarked on demolishing the residences and the barracks,
which lasted for an hour and half. During demolition, I told the officer that I wanted
to get an amount of 10000INS out that I have hidden inside of the house but he did
not listen to me. After the demolition is over, the money could not be found .

He also added :
After the demolition, we set up two tents to sleep in but next day, the officer of the
Civil Administration came and dismantled and confiscated them. The officer also
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served us an order banning construction of any type on the plot. The order included
that any attempt of building will be met with demolition and confiscation.
Provocatively, the officer told me to leave this place and move to the Bedouin
communities, which are to be built in Abu Dis and a-Nuya'meh/ Jericho to avoid our
houses demolished.
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The municipality of the occupation demolishes a residence in Salah ed-Dein
Street/ occupied Jerusalem:
The municipality of the occupation demolished on November 28th 2014 a house
belonging to Nadir Husam al-Sharif in the area of Salah ed-Dein street, which is a
famous commercial street in the city, under the pretext of unlicensed construction.
The house which was built in 1996 was served a self-demolition order in 2013 after
imposing high fines on it.
Citizen Sahar al-Sharif to LRC researcher:
My name is Sahar al-Sharif, married with 5 kids. In 1996, we built this house( two
rooms, kitchen and a bathroom) which is of 5m2. At time of construction, we received
a stop work order from the municipality of the occupation under the pretext of
unlicensed construction, but we completed the building though. After the completion
of the house, we were summoned to

the municipality court and ever since that

incident, we paid around 300,000 INS fines as per illegal construction. In 2012, I was
imprisoned under the same pretext but the sentence was then replaced by a 5000 INS
fine. Afterwards, an order of self-demolition was issued on my house where we
destroyed part of it and made holes in the wall so it become uninhabitable.
After the demolition, officers from the municipality came and photographed the place
but the municipality court considered it insufficient and re-issued another order
whether to self-demolish the house or to leave it for the municipality to take the action
but with a fine of 80,000INS.
On November 23rd 2014, officers from the municipality and troops of police informed
us that the building must be demolished before Saturday otherwise the municipality
will demolishe it and imposes fines and penal sanctions on us .

She also added :
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when we prepared ourselves to the self-demolition, police came and arrested my
15year son Amir. We went to al-Masqoubya detention center to follow up on the kid,
who was later freed and sentenced with house-aresst for 5 days.
On November 28th 2014, the occupation municipality came and demolished the house
from 10:30 until 2:30 after noon. The municipality officer informed me of a fine to be
delivered to me soon after the court holds its session regarding the structure.

The municipality of the occupation demolishes a car maintenance
workshop in Wad ej-Jouz neighborhood :
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The bulldozers of the occupation municipality demolished on November 29th 2014 a
car maintenance workshop in addition to two storehouses belonging to citizen
Mohamad Abu Jibneih under the pretext of unlicensed construction. The structure is
built since 1994 and is of 15m2. Noteworthy, the storehouses are 15m2 for each.
The citizen stated the following :
The building has been here since 20 years and I haven’t received any demolition order
from the municipality. To my surprise, a big number of police troops came at noon
and demolished the structure despite I objected since I did not receive any demolition
order. Noteworthy, the responsible officer gave me 10 minutes to evacuate the interior
before a bulldozer embarked on demolishing the workshop.
Demolishing various structures in the neighborhood of Wad ej-Jouz:
The municipality and Israel Nature Authority destroyed on November 29th 2014 a
room, walls, pidgins inn, and a barrack for horses belonging to citizen Thuraya Khatir
under the pretext of unlicensed construction. Noteworthy, the demolition was carried
out without any previous warning.
The citizen to LRC researcher stated the following :
The walls have been built since 30 years, one of which is (4 length *2 height ) and
the other one is of 15m that surrounds a cave since 1967. The bulldozer reached out a
fence that is set up 10 years ago in addition to a 10m2 room used as a storehouse.
Also, a pidgins inn of 10m2 and a 20m2 barrack for horses were demolished in the
same operation.
Thuraya didn’t receive any demolition order but an officer from the Nature Authority
came and verbally stated that he does not want to see these structure in the place. five
months ago on August.
Today, police troops and Nature Authority came and carried out the demolition
without any previous warning.
The occupation municipality
demolishes different
structures in the
neighborhood of Silwan :
The municipality of the occupation demolished on November 29th 2014 a 80m2
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residence belonging to Khalid al-Zeer, in which he lives with his 8 member family.
Also, a 30m2 barrack for horses and a 20m2 storehouse were also leveled in addition
to a retaining wall (20m length* 1.5m height) under the pretext of unlicensed
construction.
Khalid to LRC researcher stated the following :
On August 2013, the occupation municipality demolished my house and I moved to
live in a cave founded on the same plot. Since life conditions are hard in the cave, I
built a 80m2 residence right next to it but the municipality notified me with
demolition. A court was held on September and the demolition order was postponed.
What happened today is a clear-cut breach of the court decision.
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The occupation municipality demolishes a residence founded since 1967 in the
neighborhood of Wad ej-Jouz :
The occupation municipality demolished on November 29th 2014 a 70m2 residence
belonging to citizen Musa al-Tarawa despite that the building was founded before
1967 on a plot owned by the family of Abu Jebneih.
The residence is a home for two families populating 9 members including 3
minors as follows:

Family name
Musa al-Tarawa
Hani Musa al-Tarawa

No. Of member Minors
4
-5
3
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Al-Tarawa to LRC researcher stated the following :

We have been living here since tens of years and I did not receive any
demolition order before. I was surprised to see a massive force of police
accompanied by a staff from the Civil Administration, informing us about the
demolition. I objected saying that we did not receive any previous notice but the
officer claimed that the police hanged it on the house fence a week ago. The
force then embarked on demolishing the 60m fence surrounding the house and
uprooting a tree aging 25 years before they level down the house. As a result, my
family and I became homeless.
Violation of the Right to Housing- homes takeover
Within the colonial expansion in Silwan, colonist takeover 10 apartments :
A big number of colonists broke into the so known al-Harah al-Wusta in Silwan
neighborhood and raided two residential building under the pretext of ownership. The
structures are composed of 10 apartments( five for each) belonging to families who
sold (handed over) the properties for colonial associations.
It was reported that most of the apartments were unused and empty, mentioning that
the families evacuated the place on June 2014; four months before the takeover.
This confiscation comes a month after taking over 28 residential apartments in
random places in the area of Wad Hilwa, Silwan neighborhood by claiming them
purchased.
The total number of expropriated apartments in Silwan has recently reached 38 one.
The colonial associations active in Jerusalem depend on forgery and fraud to take
over the properties of Palestinians in the area through forged documents and Absentee
Property Law. A colonial group from Betar Illit, which is located on confiscated lands
from Bethlehem and Husan, announced the takeover of two buildings in Jerusalem
namely ( al-Nuzha and the national theater know as al-Hakawati) belonging to
Fraitech.
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Defense lawyer said that the purchase is illegal since the owner registered the building
as an Islamic endowment; the selling of which cannot be made but through refereeing
to the Islamic judicial court. He also stated out that an Israeli company; Jerusalem
Golden Star registered 50% ( worth of 600,000USD) of the mortgage under its name
while the whole value ranges between 10-15 million USD.
According to the international law, Jerusalem is a occupied city since 1967 in which
any act of purchase is illegal even if met with conditions of sell and purchase.

Violation of the Right to Housing- Demolition threats
Serving demolition orders:
Officers from the occupation municipality distributed on November 2014 tens of
demolition orders on several Jerusalemite neighborhoods, the famous of which were
Eisawaya and al-Thawri . Officers accompanied by Israeli police served demolition
orders on many residences in the aforementioned neighborhoods under the pretext of
unlicensed construction. These orders are considered threats on the neighborhoods
which witnessed several clashes with police troops.
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Violation of the Right to Housing- Home raids
The Israeli SWAT , border police, have been raiding the residences of Jerusalemites
under various pretexts for the sake of detention, inspection and murder. Raids have
always taken place

using

dogs without even showing any warrant and\or any

previous notification. These activities traumatized people especially kids and women
who, now, suffer from post-traumatic disorder and nocturnal enuresis as a result.
What makes things worse is that the occupation vandalizes the interiors of houses at
raids rendering no respect for their owners.

The department of Monitoring Israeli Violations – LRC documented 38 raids in
a number of neighborhoods of Jerusalem during 2014 as follows:
Location
The old city
Shu’fat
Al-Tur
Wad ej-Jouz
Silwan
Al-Thawri
Total

No. of raids

21
5
1
5
2
4
38

Land Research Center- LRC sees in raids a clear-cut violation of many
international laws and conventions. For example, the universal declaration of
Human rights , article 12 stated the following :
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or
correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right
to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.
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Lands confiscation
The Israeli occupation confiscates 5 dunums to open a colonial road linking
Jaba’ with Hizma
The Israeli authorities ratified on November 1st 2014 the confiscation of 5 dunums
from the lands of Hizma, north of Jerusalem for the sake of expanding the bypass road
no.437, which originally links Adam colony with Jerusalem city.
According to the Israeli newspaper Haaretz, Adam colonists submitted a complaint to
the Israeli authorities under the pretext of a traffic jam in the connecting bypass road
no.60, which is part of the aforementioned road.
Colonists have opened a road in Palestinian lands from Hizma and set up a metal gate
on it. Despite the road was claimed illegal by the Israeli authorities, they still use it
under the same pretext. This is the reason why the Civil Administration approved on
opening the road on the confiscated lands. Such activities were undertaken for the
good of colonists, ignoring Palestinians all of their rights.

Israeli army attacks
The occupation uses suppressive means to repress the popular revolt:
In synchronization with the latest unrest situation in occupied Jerusalem, starting from
the torch of the kid Abo Khdair , the war on Gaza, and ending with the ongoing raids
and break-ins on al-Aqsa mosque by colonists and soldiers of the occupation, the
Israeli authorities escalated its oppressive policy against Jerusalemites using barbaric
means aiming at a collective punishment.
Israel Minister of Security ordered police to increase its force in dispersing
chaotic acts in Jerusalem
November 27th 2014,,
Israel minister of interior security Ishaq Ihronovetch conducted a meeting with the
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heads of Israel police and border police to discuss the latest situation in Jerusalem .
Ishaq addressing the heads of police said the following :
“I ask you and all “fighters” to put an end for what is going on in Jerusalem. You
have the choice to stop the chaos through force and all possible means to lower the
tension down and restore the previous stability even if it takes you years…. You have
to stop the riot and end this situation”

As a consequence to the aforementioned, police increased its readiness, doubled the
number of its troops , and spread them over Jerusalem. A number of checkpoints were
set up in different neighborhoods of Jerusalem like Beit Hanina, Shu’fat , Wad ejJouz, Silwan, Ras al-Amud, al-Tur, and the old city.
Such statements are considered a green light to police to increase its brutality against
Jerusalemites. The killing of the kid Mohamad Sinkrot on September by a rubber
bullet headshot , detaining many kids and assaulting them(breaking bones and
mayhem), and imposing closures and collective punishment on Palestinian
neighborhoods in Jerusalem appears only to the beginning of the escalation and the
worst is yet to come.
Closures :
The authorities of the occupation embarked on imposing closures on main entrances
of Jerusalemite neighborhoods and towns as a collective punishment on residents.
For example, police shut down the entrance of al-Eisawaya village by roadblocks and
denied access through it. Al-Thawri and Jabal al-Mokabir had the same share of
closures using the same means of road blocking.
Campaigns on taxes and fines :
The Israeli authorities started a wide-scale taxing campaign on shops and residences
in the different neighborhoods of Jerusalem. They also raided neighborhoods at
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random times, not mentioning setting up checkpoint on roads to check and inspect
cars for the sake of issuing fines on Jerusalemites , especially those from Shu'fat and
Beit Hanina.
Detentions among citizens :
The Israeli authorities started a detaining campaign on Jerusalemites, most of whom
were minors below18 years under the pretext of throwing rocks, breaking out clashes
in the neighborhoods and firing police troops with fireworks. A number of the
detainees were transferred to courts, which imposed high fines on these kids with
sentences that varies from detentions, house-arrest, to staying away from a certain
place from 10 days to three months.
Israeli police troops assault citizens in Jerusalem and fire rubber bullets and tear
gas :
After police lynched citizen Abdurrahman Shaloudi, clashes broke out in several
neighborhoods of Jerusalem(Beit Hanina, Shu’fat , Wad ej-Jouz, Silwan, Ras alAmud, al-Tur, al-Suwana and Kalandia camp) where police fired rubber bullets ,tear
gas, sound grenades and pumped sewage water
onto people and residences. As a result, many
were injured by rubber bullets and shrapnel of
sound grenade.
On Friday of November 24th 2014, a police unit
centered in the neighborhood of al-Wad,
provoked and assaulted passers-by for no
reason. It is reported that policemen cursed at
people, who broke out a clash with them.
Rubber bullets, tear gas, and sound grenade were fired, which caused many injuries
among the mass.
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Ayman Ghroof with a back injury stated the following :

" My name is Ayman Ghroof (43 years old) and I live with my family in al-Wad
neighborhood. On Friday, some friends and I were standing in the neighborhood when
clashes broke out and police started firing rubber bullets and tear gas; we immediately
hid in a shop until the situation calmed down. Half an hour later, I opened the shop
door to find a group of police troops still present in the area; one of them shouted at
me to enter the shop again. I ran back inside when I felt a bang on my back; the
police officer then followed me to shop and fired a tear gas grenade inside, which
caused five of us to suffocate. After I fainted down on the ground, I figured out that I
was shut with a rubber bullet in the back".
He also added:
" after the clashes subsided, I ran to al-Makasid hospital with my friend where they
treated me after running an X-ray test on my back. At times, I got a phone call from
my mom telling me that police renewed tear gas and bullets firing; and a grenade fell
down in my house, causing my family members to
suffocate".

Jihad al-Obeid; injured with headshot :
" My name is Jihad al-Obeid (17 years old) and I live
with my family in the neighborhood of al-Wad, the old
city of Jerusalem. At time of clashes, I was trying to
reach my house through the alleys; suddenly I felt a
bang to my head and I fainted down. When I woke, I
found myself in the compound of a neighbor's house
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and I figured out that I was shot in the head with a rubber bullet. Shortly after, I was
hospitalized in al-Makasid hospital where a resident doctor stated the following " if
the bullet hit him an inch down, he would have went on a coma, which is what
happened with martyr Mohamad Sinkrot recently".

Colonists attacks


A colonists tried on Sunday October 12th 2014 to abduct the kid Majd
Hazineh(4) while he was standing at the entrance of the building in which his
family lives in the area of al-Sa'dia neighborhood, occupied Jerusalem.



A group of colonists assaulted on October 17th 2014 citizen Faisal Azzam(20)
at his work in "Rimmonim Shalom" hotel, west Jerusalem. This happened
after Faisal tried to protect and defend his female co-worker, who was
assaulted by 11 colonists because she wore Hijab "headscarf ". colonists then
beat him brutally causing bruises around his body, especially at his neck and
other scratches on his face. Faisal was moved to Shaari Tzedek hospital to
receive medical care.



At evening of Wednesday October 22nd 2014, the guard of Israel light train, in
the area of Beit Jarrah, eastern Jerusalem, opened fire at a Palestinian, whose
car deviated and hit a group of people waiting there. The driver was shot three
bullets from a close distance and was then hospitalized in Shaari Tzedek. The
driver was announced dead by midnight as a result.



A right-wing colonist deliberately rammed citizen Yahya Darwish (36) from
al-Eisawaya on November 31st 2014. Yaha was hit while

driving his

motorcycle through the bypass road no.1. Darawish was hospitalized in
Hadasa- Ein Karem hospital to receive medical care.


In a hit and run incident, a colonist hit citizen Ali al-Shawish (21) from the old
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city of Jerusalem while driving in the area of Bab al-Khalil. Al-Shawish was
then hospitalized in Hadasa- Ein Karem to receive medical care. Shortly after,
the man was reported to have several fractures and bruises over his body.

Attacks on religious sites
The Israeli occupation opens a tomb in Bab al-Rahmeh cemetery:
The Israeli authorities opened on November 1st 2014 a tomb in Bab al-Rahmeh
cemetery, which is adjacent to wall of al-Aqsa mosque under the pretext of searching
for drugs and guns.
The responsible of al-Aqsa mosque Sheikh Omar al-Kiswani stated out that the
guards of al-Aqsa mosque noticed, from above the wall, some soldiers opening a
tomb adjacent to the wall in the cemetery of Bab al-Rahmeh. Officers from the
Ministry of Endowment went to check on the place and a police officer told them that
they were looking for drugs and guns after two kids were seen fleeing the area.
The sheikh denied that claim asserting that one of the workers from the Islamic tombs
committee was setting a headstone as requested from him by a Jerusalemite family.
Al-Kiswani denounced such activity saying the following "it is a dishonoring act on
our Islamic tombs, which the Israeli occupation has no right to perform under
whatever pretext they claim. We, Muslims respect the dead and nothing is hidden in
our tombs"
The Israeli occupation continues on attacking the holy site of al-Aqsa mosque in
Jerusalem :
The Israeli authorities increased the escalation on al-Aqsa mosque during November
2014 since it comes in time with Jewish holydays. By the beginning of November,
colonial campaigns encouraged colonists to break into al-Aqsa mosque and visit the
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so-called Temple mount.
Through an official letter, a number of Zionist associations demanded police to open
al-Aqsa mosque only for them to perform their prayers and to restrict it for Muslims.
As consequence, police allowed hundreds of colonists inside al-Aqsa mosque after
setting up checkpoints on the roads leading to occupied Jerusalem in addition to the
gates of the old city.
Restrictions on accessing al-Aqsa mosque were imposed according to age.
Worshipers above 50years old were allowed in but women were not at all allowed in,
not mentioning detaining their ID's for a long time.
The magistrate court passed a law to ban women from entering al-Aqsa based on
recommendation from Israel Security Agency. Some women were vehemently
assaulted by bats and pepper spray while protesting at the entrances of the mosque.
It was reported that many clashes broke out in al-Aqsa compound. Sound grenades
fell down inside the mosque where worshipers hid, which caused a fire to spread in
the carpets. Shortly after, police troops reached the Mihrab "niche" which is the first
time in the history of al-Aqsa mosque. Such violation is considered dishonoring and
disrespectful to the holiness of the this religious site.
As a result, a number of youths were detained after coming out from inside the
mosque and moved to detention centers of al-Ishleh and al-Maskobieh. The
occupation, in the last day of November, totally shut down the mosque banning the
call to prayer to take place.
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Raids on al-Aqsa mosque were documented as follows:
 November 1st 2014: the Israeli occupation allows tens of colonists in al-Aqsa
mosque
 November 2nd 2014: the Israeli occupation restricts the grab on Jerusalem and
sets many checkpoints at roads leading to al-Aqsa mosque.
 November 3rd 2014: the Israeli occupation bans nurse Zahara Qaws from
entering al-Aqsa mosque.
 November 4th 2014: the Israeli occupation assaults worshipers and allows
colonists in al-Aqsa mosque.
 November 14th 2014: the Israeli occupation bans citizens from entering alAqsa mosque and beat them vehemently.
 November 19th 2014: the Israeli occupation assaults worshipers and allows
colonists in al-Aqsa mosque.
 November 21st 2014: colonists break into al-Aqsa mosque amidst heavy
protection of police.
 November 23rd 2014 : banning the protesters from entering al-Aqsa mosque
and allow colonists in.
 November 26th 2014: the Israeli police attacks worshipers and allow colonists
in al-Aqsa mosque.
 November 28th 2014: the mayor of the occupation municipality assault citizens
and ban them from entering al-Aqsa mosque.
 November 29th 2014: troops of the occupation assault citizens and ban them
from entering al-Aqsa mosque.
 November 30th 2014: after the martyrdom of Mutaz Hijazi; the assassin of
Yehuda Glik, the authorities of the occupation ordered to entirely shut down
all gates of al-Aqsa mosque. This was the first time since the occupation of
1967.
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